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A. Compositionality is one of the most commonly used words
in linguistics. Few people have a good sense of what it actually means.
Many linguistic theories actually fall short of implementing it. In this
paper I shall voice my discontentment with the mainstream development
and propose some solutions.

1. I

Recently, compositionality has been enjoyed something of a renaissance
in theoretical linguistics, especially through [7].

Compositionality is a very popular idea in linguistics. And it is often
used to claim that one’s own analysis of a phenomenon is superior every-
one else’s. Yet, I suspect that very few of those that use the term have any
clear idea of what compositionality actually buys them, if anything. For ex-
ample, in the literature there are proofs to the effect that compositionality is
empirically vacuous, see [9] and [27] and is therefore more a matter of pre-
sentation (but see [26] for criticism). If any of them is right, any grammar
can be massaged into compositional form and so we need not worry about
it as linguists. Yet, I have argued in [14] that this thought is unfounded. The
reasoning is of purely exegetical character: the way the principle is phrased
cannot mean what many formalisations effectively take it to mean. Addi-
tionally, I came to the conclusion that the principle effectively assumes that
we know what expressions and meanings are. Although many people would
like to view questions of the latter sort to be open to arbitrage (which will
give them the benefit to push their own ideas) I will suggest below that there
are clear intuitions as to what is right and what is not. This continues efforts

Through nobody’s fault, this paper has been developed largely by talking to myself. I
am grateful to the workshop on compositionality in Düsseldorf for allowing me to speak
(and to the organiser, Markus Wernicke, for suggesting that I should speak in Paris last
June about the subject). The only problem was that I was not able to take time off so I
was basically without feedback. Nevertheless, the matter took a drastic turn when I finally
did give a talk at the 9th Southern California Philosophy Meeting about it (and thanks to
Kai Wehmeier for insisting that I should come). For then I actually did arrive at what I
consider to be a formalisation of truth conditions (if you think this is trivial, read below!).
The responsibility for errors is entirely my own.
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begun in [15] where I have put down constraints on syntactic operations,
and the subsequent [16] where I have done the same for semantics. In what
is to follow, I shall expose the basic philosophy of the research and some
of its conclusions. My own belief is that compositionality is far from trivial
and by no means guaranteed. There are languages which simply cannot be
compositional, although I believe that they are not the ones we speak. I am
convinced that rather than a “nice to have” feature of grammars, it is a “must
have”. Without it we have a hard time understanding how the meanings of
parts figure in the meaning of the entire sentence.

Assuming that compositionality holds gives us deep insights into the
structure of language. This is very different from research into generative
grammar which, following structuralist theory, used syntactic data at the
exclusion of any other. GB theory actually made up for the lack of seman-
tics by introducing semantically motivated elements such as indices, and
thematic roles, insisting, however, that one should not think of them in any
way as being semantic. The climax of absurdity was reached with the in-
troduction of I-language and the subsequent dismissal of rival theories as
merely concerning themselves with facts of E-language. I still fail to see
how one can effectively claim to have a superior analysis without saying
what the criteria are upon which such a judgement is based. Here I will
offer what I consider to be the first serious contender after the substitution
method:compositionality. To make this a convincing case, however, I have
to show that it is a nontrivial principle and it actually tells us a lot about
how language is structured.

Of course, one may fail to believe that language is compositional. This
is not to assume that language is irrational; I can think of many noncom-
positional grammars that are perfectly sensible. I cannot remove all doubts
about my own project. Yet, anyone who is not convinced about it will have
to refrain from ever again using the term to discriminate good from bad
proposals unless s/he shows me how. That much I can ask for.

2. E R

Compositionality is the thesis of autonomy of semantics. Here is what I
consider to be a commonly agreed definition (taken from [?]).

The meaning of a compound expression is a function of the
meanings of its parts and of the syntactic rule by which they
are combined.

Let me immediately do a little exegesis of this definition. The definition
attributes meanings to expressions, and not, as is commonly done in theo-
retical work, to analysis terms. Although the latter is a cleaner solution, it
is not hard to shift to an approach that attributes meanings to expressions
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instead. Thus, for all intents and purposes, expressions can be considered
the carriers of meaning. The definition also speaks of “the meanings of
its parts”. The use of the definite determiner is somewhat unfortunate; it
suggests that the meaning of an expression is unique (it is in the analysis
term).1 Again it is easy to adjust that and treat the set of all of its meanings
as the object to manipulate. However, it also says that the parts already have
meanings. The way I read this is as follows: alanguageis a set of signs;
sign consists of (at least) an expression and a meaning. Agrammar is a fi-
nite set of constructions to form signs. Spoken languages have computable
grammars, though this requirement typically is not very strong. It is gram-
mars that are compositional or not. A language is compositional if it has
a compositional grammar. This means that we can name a finite set of ef-
fective operations (calledmodes) which generate the language in question.
Thus, the meanings are given beforehand, they are not subject to arbitrary
choice on our part. Contrast this with [9], Page 427: "The choice of wha the
meaning of a part is, might depend on what we consider a suitable ingredi-
ent for building the meaning of the whole expression." This does not go as
far as saying that we can do anything we please but it also does not reject
that we may adjust the meanings of parts as long as we get the right senten-
tial meanings. This will become an important issue later on. The last word
to be subjected to scrutiny is that of a “part”. [9] simply says the grammar
determines what the parts are. Although this is technically correct, what I
want to suggest is that it cannot proclaim anything it pleases to be parts of
an expression. For a long term linguists have experimented with operations
that allow deletion of material. The problem with deletion is that it obscures
the part-of-relation. If anything can be done to strings, then you may claim
thatcompassion is part ofwrench. There is nothing that rules that out a
priori.

3. G  P P

It is a popular way to claim superiority of one’s own analysis by claiming
that it is compositional. But what does it mean that an approach is com-
positional? For example, we shall see below that the semantics for TAGs
proposed by [11] is actually not compositional despite their own claims.
But what is the rationale of saying that it isn’t? The problem is, I claim,
a misconception of what semantics and syntax actually are. If anything,

1From a linguistic viewpoint, the plural is ambigous between saying that we deal with
expressions each of which has a single meaning (and so several meanings exist solely be-
cause we have several expressions) and saying that the function takes the totality of the
meanings. The latter is evidently not intended since it would allow for an expression
ambiguous between meaningsA andB to receive a radically different treatment that ex-
pressions that have meaningA, or B, respectively.
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semantics should deal with meaning and syntax (together with morphology
and phonology) with form. If one is allowed to spy into what the other is
doing, compositionality becomes vacuous.2 Let’s look into the problem.
Suppose thatL is a language, that is, a set of pairs〈~x, µ〉, where~x is, say, a
string, andµ its meaning. For simplicity we assume thatL is unambiguous,
that is,〈~x, µ〉, 〈~x, µ′〉 ∈ L implies µ = µ′. Now let’s change the language
somewhat and put

(1) L′ := {〈~x, 〈~x, µ〉〉 : 〈~x, µ〉 ∈ L}

There is a straightforward compositional grammar for this language if there
is a grammar for the string language. Suppose that there is a grammarG,
consisting of a finite setF = { fi : i < n} of string functions that generates the
languageπ[L] := {~x : there isµ:〈~x, µ〉 ∈ L}. All we need is the following.
Let h be the (unique function) such that for all~x ∈ π[L]: 〈~x,h(~x)〉 ∈ L. Now
let fi be anm-ary function on strings. Letσ j = 〈~xj , 〈~xj , µ j〉〉. Then put

(2) f ♠i (σ0, · · · , σm−1) := 〈 fi(~x0, · · · , ~xm−1),

〈 fi(~x0, · · · , ~xm−1),h( fi(~x0, · · · , ~xm−1))〉〉

This compositional in the sense that on both sides, strings and “meanings”,
it is independently defined. The semantic function does not need to look
into what the string is in order to know what it has to do. And this is for a
trivial reason: the string is already present in the “semantics”. As trivial as
this seems, the semantics of [11] factually does encode structural informa-
tion into the semantics.

The converse is also often observed. In generative grammar the leading
idea is that syntax is autonomous (the counterpart of compositionality say-
ing that the modes of composition in syntax pay no attention to the semantic
properties); moreover, once the derivation is complete it has also compiled
a logical form for the expression. This means that syntax is actually doing
part of the job that semantics is supposed to do, not to mention the fact that
minimalist grammars use an armada of functional categories whose labels
are actually of completely semantic nature. Define

(3) L′′ := {〈〈~x, µ〉, 〈~x, µ〉〉 : 〈~x, µ〉 ∈ L}

This is a completely symmetrified language in which syntax contains a full
record of semantics and conversely. This allows compositionality to be
obtained in a completely trivial fashion: syntax has all information it needs
anyway, and likewise for semantics.

2Some theories, HPSG is an instance, do not distinguish a semantic level from a form
level. There the notion of compositionality does not make much sense and I shall therefore
refrain from commenting on HPSG.
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If we reject such examples as trivial we must come up with a definition
of what we think syntax and semantics are contain. Otherwise we do not
know on what grounds we can exclude such pathological examples. Thus,
the following two questions must be answered:

➊ What are semantic representations and how are they manipulated?
➋ What are syntactic representations and how are they manipulated?

These are grand questions indeed. We shall not in fact answer them di-
rectly; what we shall do, however, is delineate the boundaries in rough
terms. There are things about which we can say with certainty that they do
not belong to syntax: indices are a case in point, and so areθ-roles. Like-
wise, there are things about which we can say with certainty that they do
not belong to semantics: any reference to order and multiplicity is beyond
the scope of semantics. (Linear logic disagrees with the latter statement;
but see below.)

I shall also develop some positive notion of what I do think possible se-
mantic representations look like and how they may be manipulated. Sim-
ilarly for syntax. What will emerge is that if we believe that syntax and
semantics are genuinely separate and that compositionality holds then we
can actually get a window into the sentence structure; for we shall show
that certain meanings for sentences cannot be obtained other than by as-
suming a particular sentence structure. This is like the dream come true for
the linguist: that we need not actually refer to hopelessly unclear notions as
“property of the mind” or I-language to establish sentence structure; rather,
that we can use E-language—howeverwith semantics—to do the very same
thing. This eliminates much of the arbitrariness in thinking about sentence
structure and language in general.

The outline of the paper is as follows. I shall start with a list of nega-
tive examples; I shall say why I think that certain frameworks fall short of
embodying compositionality. After that I expose my own ideas about what
I think the correct solutions should look like and point to examples in the
literature.

4. T T  M G

Montague was the first to insist on the principle of compositionality and
proposing a grammar that he claimed meets the standards. I shall discuss in
depth two shortcomings that beset his approach and turn to later develop-
ments.

The first problem with Montague Grammar is that it is not what [6] calls
surface compositional. This has to do with the rules for quantification.
Montague wanted to get type raising and alternative scopes without compli-
cating the type hierarchy. He therefore resorted to the following trick, which
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has become popular in generative grammar: the verb is first fed pronouns,
and these pronouns are later traded in for actual quantifiers. This allows
to keep the type of the quantifier unique. However, it created the need for
external bookkeeping. The pronouns are calledhei, wherei is a natural
number; the pronoun to be replaced by the quantifier must bear the same
index as the variable the quantifier binds, otherwise the result is incorrect.
After putting in the quantified expression, the original pronouns are either
replaced by some quantified expression or by some overt pronoun, or in-
deed a silent one. I object to this mechanism on two grounds: first, it makes
use of deletion (or silent elements, whichever) and thus it obscures the part-
of relation for structures. Second, it replaces what looks like a single rule
(applying the quantified expression to a VP denotation) into a parametrised
set of rules and thus effectively makes the function base infinite. Although
one can formulate a single rule, as Montague has done, the parameter it uses
is not explicit in the representation (or so I claim) and thus cannot figure in
its definition.

The problem of pronouns has been addressed in later developments, but
the problem has basically remained. As long as there is a need for an explicit
accounting device people have felt the need to use indices. Yet, indices may
be a mere convenience; this is what I shall suggest below. Whether or not
you use the pronounhe7 or he165 should really not matter, all that matters
is whether you choose the same number for identical variables. I shall have
more to say on this issue below.

Let me turn to a second objection against Montague Grammar, and that is
the use oftypes. Many linguists and logicians seem convinced that the type
system is grounded in reality. However, already at its very beginning it was
laden with problems. To be able to treat individuals and quantified expres-
sions in the same way Montague argued that names actually denoted sets of
properties. Thus, even though the universe had individuals in it (to have de-
notations for the typee) there was no way to refer to them as such; constants
would consistently refer to the sets of properties that they satisfied. This led
to the idea of type raising: each object of typeα could alternatively be seen
as a function of type (α → β) → β for eachβ. Although technically viable
and elegant it leaves us with the simple question of whether it is the latter
that is its meaning or the former. Of course, one may say it is the former;
the latter is only derived, for convenience, and that it is derived through a
mode of composition. Notice, though, that the type raising mode is also
parametric (with parameterβ). This creates problems for its formulations
(see [15]) but they can also be overcome (see [23] for a discussion within
Combinatory Categorial Grammar).

The preceding discussion has shown that type assignments are far from
being unique in semantics. This in itself is not the source of complaint so
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long as the types assigned to the meanings result from genuine semantic
considerations. What I object to is adjusting the type assignment to the
needs of syntax. There is an additional problem I need to raise here. Con-
sider the Gaelic wordfaic ‘to see’. The syntax of Gaelic is VSO. Under
standard assumptions of categorial grammar (indeed, also generative gram-
mar), constituents must be continuous; thus the verb must form a constituent
with the subject in Gaelic, while it is claimed to form a constituent with the
object in English. There are three possible answers to this:

☞ The Gaelic wordfaic translates toλx.λy.love′(x, y) whereas Eng-
lish to love translates asλy.λx.love′(x, y).

☞ The translation assigned in Gaelic is the same as in English, but the
mode of composition is different: the verb first composes with the
subject rather than the object.

☞ The constituent structure is the same in both languages; thus, Gaelic
has a discontinuous constituent comprising the verb and its object.

The first approach is the least attractive one for many reasons. The most
important one is that it denies thatfaic is to be translated asto love for
the reason that the semantics of the two are different. The second puts the
work into the modes of composition. It is disfavoured by many because if
we assume it, categorial grammar is not uniform across languages. It is a
basic assumption of categorial grammar that the array of modes is constant
across languages (Montague assumed only forward and backward applica-
tion, for example). The third option is the most attractive one. Recently,
proposals along this line have been forward. One is the framework of ab-
stract categorial grammars by Philippe de Groote (see [3]) and another is
the work by Hoffman on Turkish (see [8]); the latter however does not ad-
dress questions of semantics. A third proposal, somewhat similar to [3], has
been put forward by myself in [15].

5. G G

Generative grammar is not directly compositional. What it claims, rather,
is that the generative process yields a structure, LF, which can be interpreted
compositionally. This is to say that the structure can be interpreted bottom-
up, even though the bottom-up algorithm is not necessarily the algorithm
that produced the structure in the first place. Much of recent generative
grammar is actually very similar to Montague Grammar, so the criticism
levelled against the latter apply more or less identically. Let me there-
fore seize the oportunity here to scrutinise in more detail the use of free
variables, since this turns out to be a central issue. Sooner or later all ap-
proaches produce constituents of the following form, with e5 and e186 empty
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elements.

(4) e5 sees e186

These constituents are standardly interpreted in first-order models, which
are triples〈M, I , β〉 such thatM is a set,I an interpretation of the constants,
functions and relations, andβ a valuation, that is, a function from variables
to the domain. (4) is interpreted as follows.

(5) [e5 sees e186]
〈M,I ,β〉 =

> if 〈β(x5), β(x186)〉 ∈ I (love)

⊥ otherwise

Thus, the valuation can make the claim true or false, and similarly for the
choice of indices. The problem is that this presupposes an unlimited array of
pointing devices, not an innocent assumption. Suppose that in my derivation
of John loves Maria I use different indices, say, I translate it as

(6) e1001sees e34

Does my VP then have a different meaning from yours if you used (4) in-
stead? Of course not; you and I use the same concept so the two occur-
rences should have the same meaning wherever they occur. In generative
grammar, of course, the problem is obscured by the fact thatsees occurs
above in three different constituents, all of which sound (and look) the same.
So, in defense of the theory we may simply say that the innermost occur-
rences actually do denote the same meaning, bu the VP itself has different
meaning. Granted, for most variables it also does not matter since they will
be quantified away later. Some of them are not, however, and they cause
concern. The thought that the choice of index could matter that much is
troubling. Moreover, if we communicate with each other, indices do not get
transferred (they are neither visible nor audible), and so either every mes-
sage is completely closed, containing no free variables, or else it is possible
to replace them by something else that does the job just as well without
assuming concrete choices of names. It is this latter road that we shall be
taking.

6. A G

Rather than building up structure from incomplete parts, adjunction oper-
ates on complete expressions and yields complete expressions again. This
proposal, which had its advocates among Zellig Harris (see for example
[5]), Solomon Marcus ([19]) and Aravind Joshi ([10] and much further
work), comes in two varieties. The contextual grammars by Marcus define
adjunctions on strings, while tree adjunction grammars define them on trees.
The latter sort of grammars has proved to be more popular. Because of the
more explicit structural record it can define the necessary operations more
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easily. What interests us here is whether there actually is a compositional
grammar using adjunction. Consider the following example, modified from
[17].

The police arrested a sailor and a barman.(7)

The police arrested a barman and a sailor.(8)

These sentences have the same syntactic structure and are synonymous.
Now apply adjunction to the last NP:

The police arrested a sailor and a Portuguese(9)

barman.

The police arrsted a barman and a Portuguese(10)

sailor.

The synonymy is gone even though we have applied the same operation.
Contradiction. One may of course question the assumptions I made con-
cerning the identity of structures or the synonymy of the original sentences.
Neither is a particularly helpful strategy because it does not help in address-
ing the basic design fault of adjunction. The problem with it that complete
expressions have complete meanings associated with them. If we disassem-
ble them at some point we have to say at which point the semantics needs
to be changed. This of course is totally impossible under a Fregean view,
which associates a truth value to a sentence. A truth value has not internal
structure and cannot be disassembled. To be able to do the latter, we need
to assume that meanings are structured entities. Now, suppose we grant
that. (I am happy to assume that meanings are structured.) Suppose that the
way semantics is structured is somehow similar to the syntactic structure
(let’s say it is a flattened image in the spirit of f-structure in LFG). In the
coordinated structure above the adjective can be adjoined to two nodes, and
this makes a difference in meaning. The operation of adjunction has to be
mimicked by a similar operation in semantics. This operation can also tar-
get two nodes depending on what syntax is doing it must be the one or the
other. The bigger the tree gets the more adjunction sites are created and the
bigger the need for close coordination between syntax and semantics. This
is the opposite of compositionality since it makes semantics dependent on
syntax. I have performed a close analysis in [17] and reached the conclu-
sion that if TAGs were reformed to be compositional in the sense of the
word then they would actually look more like Linear Context Free Rewrite
Systems (LCFRSs (LCFRSs). Again, this points us to the option of relaxing
the constituent structure.
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7. T  N B

Let us return to the initial questions: what are meanings, what are syn-
tactic structures and how do they work? We shall answer first the question
about the identity of meanings. The answer is: meanings are truth con-
ditions. Nothing more, and—obviously—nothing less. It seems therefore
that DRT is on the right track by assuming that the representations should be
something like DRSs, which in turn are formulae of predicate logic written
up in a funny notation. But, as so often, things turn out to be otherwise.

In [24], Kees Vermeulen identified a very important deficit of Dynamic
Semantics. Like Discourse Representation Theory in [12], DS had to rely
on an external demon to insert the correct variable names. To see an ex-
ampe, look at

(11) A man walked in. Then another man walked in.

The index attached to the variable in the second sentence must in any event
be different from the one chosen in the previous sentence. On the other
hand, the wordsa, man, walked in the first sentence each use the same
variable. How can this be accounted for? Kamp and Reyle in [12] assume
that this is achieved by having the parser generate the indexing and pass that
to the semantics. Vermeulen points out, though, that the implicit assumption
is that every variable is global, and that merge will assume that variables are
the same in both systems if they are the same string. Instead, Vermeulen of-
fers the opposite view: variables are local by default, or “anonymous”. Un-
less otherwise stated, merge will make the variable sets disjoint. To present
this, referent systems have the option of connecting a variable to aname.
The name is communicated to the outside world and is visible in particular
to the merge algorithm. If the referent systems have referents that have the
same name, the substitution will make them the same, all others however
are being made different. I have made this proposal the basis for my [13].
Yet, I have come to the conclusion that it too suffers from a deficit. It is that
the names are part of the semantics; however, they encode by design mor-
phological properties. In this way they provide semantics with a window,
albeit a small one, into syntax. Compositionality does not hold.

In a somewhat similar spirit, Kit Fine has accused the semantics for pred-
icate logic to be noncompositional. His source of complaint was that for
all intents and purposes the choice of a variable does not matter. There
is no difference in a proof that beginsLet PQR be a triangle from a
proof that beginsLet ABC be a triangle as long as letters are consis-
tently exchanged. In Fine’s words, predicate logic is notalphabetically
innocent. I am unsure about the conclusion that this make the semantics
for predicate logic noncompositional, since the variables of predicate logic
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are already actually numbered, so exchanging the numbers does produce a
genuinely different statement. (I also think that the semantics of predicate
logic by now is codified so that it is part of the language and cannot really
be changed. But that has not always been the case.) However, in actual
practice we do not use predicate logic like that. Rather, we quickly start to
use metavariables. It is the choice of the latter that is arbitrary. Moreover,
inasmuch as predicate logic is used to describe natural language meanings,
the question becomes significant: does it make sense to have explicit vari-
ables? Fine answers the question differently from Vermeulen. He wishes to
think of variables as acquiring meaning through the position at which they
occur. In and of themselves, their meaning is identical. There is no way to
tell the difference betweenx andy. It depends entirely on their context of
use.

My own solution of the problem is different from the previous two. To
see what its motivations are, consider the problem of teaching the concept
to stab. One way is to give a verbal definition. Another is to point at a
scene in a film or even a picture (!) and say: see,he(pointing your finger at
Brutus) is stabbinghim (now pointing at Caesar). You may also point out
that it necessarily involves a knife, and so on. The order that the arguments
find themselves in in your sentence help us keep them apart. However, it
has no correlate in any ordering that is defined on the picture. There is
no order in three dimensional space that corresponds to the linear order in
a sentence. The association between a linear position in a sentence and a
figure in a picture is determined by other factors, and they have to do with
the meaning of the concept itself. When you learn the concept ofstabbing
you also learn what it is to qualify as a subject of stabbing and what it is
to qualify as an object. What I assume is that the picture is actually very
much the way we should think of concepts; concepts are represented as
image schemata, and there is no linear order in the positions. If you want
a concrete example to hold on to, think of cognitive grammar, as in [18].
Moreover, suppose you need to explain the conceptseppuku. You could
then (somewhat falsely) say: it is to stab oneself; or, again, you can point to
a picture of Mishima and say: see, he is committing seppuku. Whether or
not you think of this as a transitive action, the picture does not contain two
copies of Mishima. The duplicity of variables we have in the notation is not
reflected in the picture.

This leads to the following definition. Concepts are translated as relations
modulo equivalence. The relations can be between objects of different types
(which allows to have time points locations and so on), but we shall work
here just with individuals. Ann-ary relation is a subset ofMn, whereM is
the domain of the first-order structure. LetC ⊆ Mn be ann-ary relation and
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π : {0,1, · · · ,n− 1} → {0,1, · · · ,n− 1} a permutation. Put

π[C] := {〈aπ(0),aπ(1), · · · ,aπ(n−1)〉 : 〈a0,a1, · · · ,an−1〉 ∈ C}(12)

di[C] := {〈a0,a1, · · · ,an〉 : 〈a0,a1, · · · ,an−1〉 ∈ C,an = ai}(13)

E[C] := C × M(14)

WriteC ≈ C′ if there is a conceptC′′ such thatC andC′ can be transformed
into C′′ using any combination of the above operations. We then put

(15) [C]≈ := {C′ : C ≈ C′}

To give an example, letM = {a,b}. The set{〈a,a〉, 〈a,b〉, 〈b,b〉} expresses
the same concept as{〈a,a〉, 〈b,a〉, 〈b,b〉} (since we can exchange the first
and second position). The concept{〈a,a〉} expresses the same concept as
{〈a〉}, since the first and second are always identical.{〈a,a〉〉, 〈b,b〉} ex-
presses the same concept as{〈a〉, 〈b〉}, which in turn is the same as{∅}
(using the familiar identityM0 × M � M; they are not identical as sets, but
considered identical here).

This has consequences worth pointing out. The relation denoted byto
the left of is the inverse of the relation denoted byto the right of.
Likewise, the relation denoted byto be seen is the inverse of the relation
of to see. If the above is right, then the two pairs, although denoting
different relations, actually denote the same concepts. They only differ in
the way their arguments arelinked to positions.

8. H A M M?

Constituents denote concepts, which are sets of equivalent relations (not
necessarily of same length). When two constituents are joined into a con-
stituent, what happens to the concepts involved? The basic idea is this. Let
C andD be constituents, with meaningp andq. The first stage is to pick an
appropriate representative ofP ∈ p andQ ∈ q; we form the productP× Q
and intersect it with an appropriate identity, say

(16) dn
jk = {~a ∈ Mn : aj = ak}

We may additionally project to a smaller set using any number of the fol-
lowing functions. Finally, we take the concept that results from this relation.

What is important is that there are no variables; also, we have no first
hand indication in which order the arguments are presented when we pick
P andQ. What we have to do then is to find a way to make the definitions
either independent of the choice ofP or make sure than we can actually
pick P uniquely. The latter is made possible through the introduction of
a linking aspect. This is a function that associates with each conceptp a
finite setA such that there isP ∈ p such thatA ⊆ P and if A ⊆ B ∈ p then
P = Q. It is perhaps a surprising fact that linking aspects always exist.
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Thus, the merge proceeds by temporarily dragging the variables out of
their anonymity, performing identification of variables, and then letting the
result sink back into anonymity. Thus, the only operation we are allowed
to perform is the identification of variables. It is known that this is suffi-
cient. Any language that has functions in it can be reduced to a relational
language; the equivalent to function application becomes identification of
variables. Namely, iff is the function, and if it is applied tox, then the
reduction off will produce a statement of the formy = f (u0, · · · ,un−1) and
“application” consists in adding the equationy = x. The set theoretic coding
of functions actually does exactly that. (The variablesx andy will actually
end up being coded by just one position, since they share the values.)

Now, if moving from relations to concepts does not change the expressive
power, why bother? One answer is that there actuallyis a difference. IfP
andQ are in the same concept, they will actually be treated alike. This pro-
duces delicate interactions. I have said above that the meaning of passives
is the same as that of actives. They denote the same concepts but different
relations. To get them to behave differently, we have to turn to their form.

9. S R

There is perhaps nothing more difficult as agreeing to minimal standards
for syntactic representations. Yet, we have to try. Syntactic constituents
have acategory and anexponent. First, pushing aside a few concerns
about segmentability, I consider exponents to be tuples of strings. If the
constituent is continuous, we just have a single string, but to have pairs of
strings is not uncommon. The idea of manipulating tuples has been rein-
troduced through Literal Movement Grammars in [4]. Linear Context Free
Rewrite Systems are particular literal movement grammars that use a con-
text free grammar where the exponents are tuples of strings. It is known that
Minimalist Grammars in the sense of Stabler can be reduced to LCFRSs
([20]). Thus, even if one likes to think of syntactic representations as tree,
there is no reason to dismiss tuples of strings as misguided. They serve
the purpose just as well in Minimalism and—so I believe—elsewhere. For
example [22] has shown that head grammars, a variant of 2-LCFRSs, can
deal with crossing dependencies. [2] has used 2-LCFRSs to provide a com-
positional grammar of Swiss Grammar, which is so far the most elegant
and simple solution I know of. This list can be prolonged. Basically, the
weak equivalence of multicomponent TAGs with LCFRSs ([25]) is another
indication. However, notice that the commitment to tuples of strings does
not mean that we have to restrict ourselves to concatenation; a modicum of
copying is in all likelihood needed ([21], whose basic insight remains valid
in this connection despite [1]).
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Second, once the nature of exponents is clarified, one may turn to cate-
gories. The categories form the actual grammar that links exponents with
meanings (= concepts). A grammar rule of the form S→ NP VP is in actual
fact translated into a binary modef that operates as follows.f = 〈 f ε, f κ, f µ〉
where f ε is a binary function on tuples of strings,f µ is a binary function on
concepts, andf κ a binary function on categories, defined only on the pair
〈NP,VP〉 with result S. In English, for example,f ε(~x, ~y) = ~xa�a~y, but verb
second in German will require a more complex function to be used.

An important principle is

I  I. If T and U aren-tuples of strings
that occur in the same environments, then they have the
same category.

This principle says that categories should not make distinctions that go be-
yond the need of syntax. To see the effect of this principle, let us return to
the distinction betwen active and passive. On the face of it, we might simply
classify all active verbs asV[+act] and all passive verbs asV[−act]. This
would allow active and passive verbs to link differently. However, consider
a language in which passives are not syntactically distinct from actives; for
example, suppose that passives are derived by having subject and object
swap places (and case marking). Then, by the above principle, actives and
passives cannot be distinguished by category. If that is the case, they are
the same on all three levels, and the distinction disappears. In English, ac-
tives and passives actually are different syntactically. Passives fail to have
a transitive object. This is the way syntax can distinguish them. Similarly,
buy andsell are not mirror images of each other; their argument frames
are actually quite distinct: you buy from, but you sell to. (A different story
is the pairleft andright which seem to be perfect mirror images of each
other. At present I have no satisfying answer to that problem.)

10. A H A T M?

First of all, tuples may be manipulated by concatenating their parts or
by permuting their members. However, more complex operations are con-
ceivable, the most important one beingcopying. There are, I think, genuine
instances of copying, which include plural in Malay, yes-no-questions in
Mandarin, and case stacking in Australian languages. This is not to say that
one has to commit oneself to copying, but it is an available option. In [15]
I have tried to give a few criteria of what constitutes a legitimate syntactic
operation. First, there is no deletion and strings cannot be dissected. This
means that every part of the tuple can be traced to at least one occurence
of this string as a substring of the entire constituent. In the case of copying
there may be more. Second, there are no syncategorematic symbols. This
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may a little controversial; I know of very few exceptions to this rule. In
writing, the blank is a syncategorematic symbol. In German compounds,
certain sounds are inserted that have no semantic function (Fugen-s and
others). Small exceptions as these aside however, no symbol is truly syn-
categorematic. This is important and often underestimated: without such a
principle it is impossible to assume that any symbol occurring in a sentence
or any part of the sentence is actually an occurrence of a constituent. Third,
the exponents do not contain any empty symbols; that is to say, empty ele-
ments really leave no trace in the representation. This may discomforting in
view of the fact that many theories (mostly variants of generative grammar)
assume a plethora of empty categories. But it is not clear that their presence
is really needed other than to remind the reader that they have been used
in the derivation. There is nothing wrong with empty exponents, but their
presence should actually be irrelevant for the definitions. For example, two
signs which only differ in that one contains an empty category somewhere,
are identical. Also, there is no indixation, here you cannot tell which argu-
ment has been added, and so on. Also, empty categories may not be used
when invoking the principle of identity of indiscernibles. Suppose that two
constituentsC andD differ in thatC can occur in those contexts that differ
from thoseD can occur in except that an empty pronoun has to be added.
Then the principle requires them to have identical category. Empty elements
in the context make no difference. Again, all those who deny the validity of
this requirement will have to tell me how they can tell “good” from “bad”
use of empty elements in distinguishing categories. I have not come across
an example that would necessitate giving up this stance. Again, I should
stress that I do not object to the use of empty elements in representations,
as long as it is clear that they are for the eye only. In other words, I contest
that trees in generative grammar are stored verbatim in the head. Any al-
ternative representation that serves the same purpose is a serious contender
for “internal representation”. Until hard evidence to the contrary comes up,
I will therefore remain with tuples of strings and the above rules for their
manipulation.

11. SW D T B U?

The present theory does complicate life at a very early stage. Already
when we want to translate an innocent sentence likeScipio stabbed
Germanicus we have to go through a lot of trouble. First, we pull out
the concept of the verb, call its. Recall that it contains plenty of relations.
However, it contains only two binary relations. Since we don’t know which
oe to pick, we need to consult the linking aspect. LetY is the linking aspect.
Now, supposeY(s) = {〈b, c〉}, whereb is Brutus andc is Caesar. We take
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the one binary relationP for which〈b, c〉 ∈ P. This assures us that whatever
is the first member of a pair is the actor who stabs the second member of
the pair. Now we check whether or nor〈s,g〉 ∈ P, wheres is Scipio andg
is Germanicus. If so, the sentence is true. Otherwise it is false. The linking
aspect seems like a very roundabout way to achieve this. However, it is
actually very easy to apply. Suppose I have been shown a picture of Brutus
stabbing Caesar; and that in addition I have been told that he (pointing at
Brutus) is stabbing him (pointing at Caesar). If I have correctly grasped the
concept from the scene, I have extracted an abstract image schema which I
can now invoke when I hear that Scipio stabbed Germanicus. I place Sci-
pio into the schema where Brutus had been, and Germanicus where Caesar
had been. This allows me to understand what it means that Scipio stabbed
Germanicus. And it allows me to say whether this is actually true. What is
important is that this the entire process works without numbers or indices,
it just uses positions.

I have noted in [16] that one is actually better off thinking of the linking
aspect as a dynamically created object, and that this would allow for the
entire process to be finitely computable. All one needs to understand is how
to extend a linking aspect to new concepts. This may sound very complex
but I claim that it actually is much closer to what language is really like.

However, there are also quite tangible benefits. I shall mention one,
which I elaborated on in [16], namely that the present semantics predicts
that Dutch has crossing dependencies. This is far from trivial. To start,
all constructions involving raising infinitives can easily be claimed to have
distinct meanings so that it is quite conceivable that there is a computable
map from semantics to syntax. In that case there is a computable compo-
sitional grammar that is context free. In fact, we have no control over the
syntactic structure whatsoever. Contrast this with the requirement that all
semantics can effectively do is identify positions in relations. Then the sit-
uation changes drastically. Suppose we form a constituent between a verb,
sayteach and a noun, sayTullius. Then we have two options: we can
identify one of the positions in the conceptt of teaching with Tullius. This
gives us the concepts of teaching Tullius or of Tullius teaching. Or we may
resist identifying any two variables, in which case we get the concept of
‘teaching someone and there is Tullius’. In Dutch crossing dependencies,
if you treat it as a nested dependency you must refrain form identifying
any NP-variables with arguments of the verb until the entire verb cluster
is complete. After that is done, however, we have lost any recollection of
which argument appeared at which place in the structure. And so we cannot
unambiguously arrive at the correct meaning.

This shows that semantics is a rather simplistic beast. It basically needs
the arguments in the correct order unless there is a way to tell them apart. As
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soon as the concept has two distinct positions that can be filled by different
arguments we must have semantic means of telling which argument fills
what place. If we don’t we are lost.

12. C

The structuralist doctrine has it that syntactic structure can be assessed
mainly if not exclusively through the study of syntax alone. Semantic con-
siderations are at best viewed as a guiding hint as to where to look for
evidence. I am personally not convinced that the syntactic fine structure
unearthed in the Minimalist Program can be justified on anything but in-
ternal grounds, parts of which are of highly questionable theoretical status
(for example, Kayne’s antisymmetry thesis). By contrast, compositionality
is a simple idea and is shared at least pretheoretically by linguists of many
persuasions. In this paper I made an attempt to show that if we properly
separate syntax and semantics then compositionality becomes a powerful
tool for investigation the structure of languages.
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